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About EES Tech Center: 
 
 
EES Tech Center is a training division from ELEGANT EMBEDDED SOLUTIONS. It 

has been launched to provide application oriented training on embedded systems with micro 

controllers as per new trends in embedded systems for the beneficial of engineering students 

and working professionals.  

 

ELEGANT EMBEDDED SOLUTIONS is Hyderabad based company. We are into 

providing embedded software and hardware solutions to the industry applications based on 

microcontrollers.  

 

We are a team of experienced professional embedded system developers. We aim to utilize 

our experience, hard work and dedication to make smart, economic and efficient products.  

 

We are expertise in many microcontrollers’ solutions from 8 bit to 32 bit controllers. We 

have been working with cutting edge technologies like RFID, GSM, GPS and Biometrics etc.  

 

At EES Tech Center we provide application oriented practical training on microcontrollers 

for industry R&D people, engineering college faculties and students, Hobbyist and 

Electronics Enthusiasts. We have experienced embedded systems professional trainers to give 

hands on training on various major micro controllers like 

8051,PIC,AVR,ARM7,MSP430,ARM9,etc. 

 

We have also our own user friendly embedded development boards which are helpful to 

reduce your developing time and cost for your products.  

 

We also provide academic live projects in EMBEDDED SYSTEMS, MATLAB and VLSI 

for B.Tech and M.Tech engineering students and supply projects for various institutes and 

engineering colleges. We have good reputation in delivering the projects within time. 
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Why to choose EES Tech Center: 
 

  Highly experienced own R&D team. 

 Projects with real time approach to meet current trends of Industries  

 Application oriented practical training with latest trends in Embedded systems           

 Uniqueness in project designing and projects will be delivered within time with 

guaranty output. 

 Experienced team on wide range of micro controllers like  

ATMEL controllers 89CXX,89S51/52: Philips controllers 

P89v51RD2,P89V52x2fn Nuvoton, Winbond, Megawin controllers: AVR 

controllers ATMEGA8515,16L,32L PIC controllers PIC16F series,18F series, 

MSP430, ARM7 LPC2148,LPC2129 and ARM9. 

 

 Working on many new cutting edge technologies in embedded systems.   

 Worked on different protocols like CAN, RS485, SPI, I2C, etc. 

  Own development boards, modules and PCBs. 

 Training with our own user friendly Micro controller development boards  

 On time delivery. 

 Instantaneous/instant live technical support from our experienced R&D Team.  

  Projects with latest technologies like Android, Smart Phone, GPRS, Ethernet, 

etc. 
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PROJECT LIST FOR BTECH ECE/EEE/EIE 
 

REAL TIME LIVE PROJECTS: 
 

 

 
 
 

 

Project 
code 

Title of the Project Description 

MRT01 Single or Multi 
electronic notice 
boards with operating 
distance up to 
1000meters using 
RS485 protocol    

with this we can send message to electronic notice board from PC, and 
the notice board can be place anywhere within the range of 1000meters 
(1km) and we can operate more than one notice board from same 
computer and different messages for different boards is also possible. 

MRT02 Efficient power saver 
for street lights using 
LDR, RTC, LEDs light 
with solar power 

This project saves more power that is being wasted in present street 
light switching. In this we will consider time and sunlight intensity and 
we use LED lights and solar power  

MRT03 Station names with 
distance indicator in 
railways 

This project is useful for passengers in trains or buses. In this the 
distance of next station will be displayed using GPS so that the 
passenger will come to where he is and how far he is from his 
destination. 

MRT04 Wireless controller for 
operating power point 
presentations with 
laser light indication. 

This project eliminates the use of second person to operate the PPT. It 
can be controlled by the person who is giving that PPT with the help of 
any wireless remote  

MRT05 Voice guider  In this the user will be given one remote (IR or RF or ZIGBEE), he has 
to press any button to get what service he wants and that is played 
from voice IC so that any person can hear it and come to the user  

MRT06 Agricultural motor 
controlling with motor 
safety and water level 
indicator using GSM. 

The former can control his field motor without need of going to his 
field just by sending message. This system also provides safety motor 
from over heat, low phase power and water level indication. 
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EMBEDDED SOLUTIONS 
MRT07 Intelligent shopping 

trolley using RFID 
With this we can save billing time and instantaneously the rate and 
expiry date of the product will be displayed so that we can do the 
shopping within our budget 

MRT08  Elegant home with 
power saving, security, 
safety, remote 
controlling and auto 
control of water tank 
motor 

In this we will provide multi features to home like remote controlling 
of  home appliances ,auto controlling of lights depends upon sunlight 
and auto controlling of water tank motor when  tank is full and alert 
the user when intruders come or when gas leakage or fire accident 
occurs 

MRT09 Intelligent traffic 
signaling priority 
system for ambulances 
and VIP vehicles 
 

The traffic signals will be controlled automatically when any 
ambulance or VIP vehicle sends a request   with indicating their root 

MRT10 Bus departure 
indication and auto 
announcement system 
in bus stops, useful in 
rural bus stops 

With this we can come to know whether particular bus arrived or not 

MRT11 Child safety 
management using RF 
technology 

With this project we can easily identify if any child crosses predefined 
area. This is useful in kid care centers, apartments and in schools 
 
 
 

MRT12 Advanced bus 
ticketing system with 
alert to passenger 

This module is equipped in bus. Passengers has to take the ticket using 
smart card while taking ticket money will be deducted and their 
destination will be saved. Whenever bus reaches their station it 
automatically indicates to the driver till they get down in that station 
 

MRT13 Distance finder using 
GPS 

With this we can find distance between any two places using GPS and 
micro controllers 
 
 

MRT15 Ultrasonic Sensor 
based travel assistant 
for blind people 
 

This project assists blind people using ultrasonic sensor by detecting 
obstacles  

MRT16 Innovative hidden 
things locator using 
wireless technology 
 

We this we can find some daily useful things that we may forget their 
keeping places like remote, keys,  purse, etc. 

MRT17 Real time universal 
digital clock 
implementation using 
GPS 

With this we can display exact times of different countries   digital 
format 

MRT18 Industrial data logger 
using SPI protocol 
with low power 
MCP320X ADC 

In this project we can display the data of different parameters in 
industry using low power and 12 bit ADC for more accurate and fast 
data processing. 
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PROJECTS BASED ON PROTOCOLS 
 
 
 

           I2C                                                                       SPI 

        
 
                            CAN 
 

 
 

Project 
code 

Title of the Project Description 

MPT01 Implementation of I2c 
protocol between PC and 
24c04 

We can write the data entered from PC into EEPROM IC24c04 and 
we can read the data written in EEPROM using I2C protocol. This 
protocol is very useful in real time environment for communication 
among ICs with  just 2 I/O lines  

MPT02 Implementation of digital 
calendar with DS1307 
using I2C protocol 

With this we can develop digital calendar which displays time, date, 
day and we can set alarms also 

MPT03  Implementation of 
college bell using I2C 
protocol 

This projects will ring the bell automatically depend upon your 
times .we can save minimum 6  different timings 

MPT04 Development of hand 
gesture robot using 
MEMS using I2C 
protocol 

With this we can control robot using your hand gestures 
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MPT05 Implementation of SPI 
protocol between PC and  
memory IC 
 

SPI protocol has more advantage over I2c protocol. This protocol 
supports faster and supports more distance than I2C.this is very 
useful in real-time applications. In this project we are implanting 
this protocol between PC and memory using micro controller 

MPT06 Password based access 
control system with 
changeable passwords 

With this only authorized persons can access their office and they 
can also change their passwords at any time. 

MPT07 Stand alone RFID based 
attendance logging 
system 

This is a standalone RFID based attendance system and it can record 
the attendance data for future use 

MPT08 Maximum and minimum 
temperature recorder 

This is useful in industries. This system stores the maximum and 
minimum temperatures .this data will not be erased even though 
power is not available   

MPT09 Electronic notice board 
with RS485 protocol for 
large distance 

RS485 is very useful protocol for long distances. In this project we 
are developing electronic notice board .in this we can enter the data 
from PC which will be displayed on notice board using RS485 

MPT10 Industrial data logger 
using RS485 

In this the data of different sensors will be logged in PC using 
RS485 

MPT11 Advanced Electronic 
Voting Machine with 
Data retrieval using I2C 
protocol 

This is rigging free voting machine and the polled data will be 
stored. The stored data will be erased even though power is not 
available. 

MPT12 Prototype development of 
CAR block box using 
I2C protocol 

In this we can save the CAR current parameters in memory, this data 
will be useful for future  reference when something is happened 
 

MPT13 Advanced power saver 
and automation of public 
gardens   

By using this system we can atomize the public garden lighting 
system and we can save maximum  electrical power getting wasted 
in present garden controlling methods  

MPT14 Temperature data logger 
with MCP320X ADC 
using SPI communication 

With this we can measure the temperature and send to PC for log the 
data. In this we are using 12bit ADC with SPI communication  

MPT15 Industrial data logger 
with MCP320X ADC 
using SPI communication 

In this we will measure different industrial parameters depends upon 
the application. This is more accurate and fast  

MPT16 Advanced green house 
monitoring system using 
LOW power ADC using 
SPI communication 

This projects is used to monitor the green house parameters like 
temperature and light and maintain the stable environment  

MPT17 Controlling of electrical 
devices using MEMS 
sensor and I2C protocol 

With this we can control the electrical appliances by hand or head 
movement .This will be helpful for physically disabled persons. 

MPT18 Implementation of CAN 
protocol using ARM7 
LPC2148  

This project is helpful to learn the most useful CAN protocol. In this 
we will implement this protocol between two LPC2148 ARM7 
controllers  

MPT19  Library management 
system using RFID and 
I2C protocol 

The responsibility of managing the books, the issue and return of the 
books to the students is carried out in a more efficient way using 
RFID technology 
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PROJECTS BASED ON ROBOTIC APPLICATIONS 

 

   
 

S. No   Projects 
 

Description 

MRB01 Industrial robot 
 

This robot detects the over temperature, fire etc… 
 
 

MRB02 Temperature 
monitoring robot 
 
 

This robot gives the alert when it detects over temperature 

MRB03 Obstacle detection & 
Avoidance robot 
 

When the obstacle detects the robot changes its path to avoid the 
obstacle. 

MRB04 Mobile Based Robot 
 
 

In this we will control the robot direction through mobile. 

MRB05 Gas Leakage Detection 
Robot 
 

This robot gives alert when it detects any gas leakage. 

MRB06  Bomb detection robot 
 
 

This robot gives alert when it detects any bomb or metal. 
 
 
 

MRB07  Fire Sensing Robot 
 
 

This robot gives alert when it detects fire. 

MRB08  Line follower robot 
 
 

This robot follows predefined path  

MRB09 Robot Controlling 
Using RF 

In this, robot direction is controlled by RF remote  

MRB10 IR Controlled Robot In this, robot direction is controlled by IR remote 
MRB11 Autonomous Robot 

 
This robot follows predefined path and it also gives alert when it 
detects metal or fire 
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PROJECTS BASED ON RTC (REAL TIME CLOCK DS1307) 

        

    
 

S. No  Projects Description 
MRTC01 Automatic street light 

controller with RTC 
The street lights are controlled on time basis. 

MRTC02 Traffic controller with 
real time clock  

The traffic lights are controlled on time basis 

MRTC03  Automatic College 
Bell System. 

The college bell is ring on desired  times  

MRTC04 Time Management for 
sterilization plants 

The water for plants is controlled on time basis 

MRTC05 Time Scheduling for 
Agricultural Plant 

The agricultural field motor is controlled on time basis 

MRTC06 Automatic Power 
Management System 
For Industries Using 
RTC 

In this project the different loads in industry are operated for 
different times. 
 
 

MRTC07 Microcontroller based  
Electronic  calendar  
using Real time clock 
and  I2C protocol 

In this we will develop electronic colander using RTC ds1307 

MRTC08 Water Scheduling for 
Municipalities 

The water is controlled for different areas on time basis 

MRTC09 Designing of smart 
refrigerator to alert the 
patient using RTC 

This system gives the information about the medicines to be taken at 
that time 

MRTC10 Implementation of 
sleeping timer for TVs 
and music systems for 
power saving  
 

This system automatically switches off the music system or TV after 
the set time is over. 
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MRTC11 Timer based automatic 

power cutoff for 
industrial 
sealing/packaging 
machines 

In this we can control the machines depends upon  user required 
times 

MRTC12 Advanced power saver 
and automation of 
public gardens   

By using this system we can atomize the public garden lighting 
system and we can save maximum  electrical power getting wasted in 
present garden controlling methods 

 
 

SENSORS BASED PROJECTS: 

 

          
 

   
 

Project 
Code 

Title of the Project Description 

MSB01 
 
 

Industrial data logger using 
MCP320X ADC using SPI 
communication 

In this we will measure different industrial parameters depends 
upon the application. This is more accurate and fast 

MSB02 Smart blind stick with 
ultrasonic sensor 

This stick gives different sound intensity depends upon the 
object distance from person or we can play some voice also 
depends upon distance. 

MSB03 
 
 
 
 

Long range liquid level 
measurement in chemical 
industries 

With this we can measure levels up to 3 meters range 
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MSB04 Alcohol breath analyzer This is a digital alcohol meter which detects the level alcohol 

consumed by person 
MSB05 
 
 
 
 

Intelligent system for 
hazardous gas, human 
detection and temperature 
monitoring using GSM 

This is a intelligent security and safety system for industries. If 
anything goes wrong then it sends a message to user numbers 
immediately 
 

MSB06 Temperature and light 
control of an incubator 
 

Incubator maintain constant temperature and light intensity. In 
this we will control the temperature and light intensity to 
maintain constant environment  

MSB07 PIR sensor based power 
saver for auditorium and 
conference hall 

This project is used to save the power in conference halls and in 
auditoriums. When there are no persons in the hall ,then lights 
and fans will be switched off automatically 

MSB08 Patient safety system using 
heart beat and temperature 
monitoring 

In this we will monitor the patient parameters like heartbeat and 
temperature 

MSB09 Intelligent security and 
safety system for colleges 
and industries 

This project detects fire accidents, gas leakages and also alert 
through SMS  when main door is closed without closing any 
other room entrance or if any other door is opened without 
opening main door 

MSB10 Advanced green house 
monitoring system using 
LOW power ADC using SPI 
communication 

This projects is used to monitor the green house parameters like 
temperature and light and maintain the stable environment 

 
PROJECTS BASED ON DTMF 

 
  

      
 
 

S. No                       Projects 
 

Description 

MDT01 DTMF Based Door 
Locking System. 
 

In this project the door is controlled by mobile.  
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MDT02 Agriculture motor 

control using mobile 
 

The agriculture field motor is controlled by mobile 
  

MDT03 Home automation 
using Mobile 
 

Home appliances are controlled by mobile   

MDT04 DTMF Based Device 
Control System with 
confirmation through 
beep. 
 

In this appliances are controlled by mobile and we will get 
confirmation through beep 

MDT05 Industrial devices 
Operating System   
using mobile. 
 

Industrial loads are operated through mobile  

MDT06 Controlling Robot  
using mobile 
 

The robot direction is controlled by mobile  

MDT07 Password based remote 
access control  system 
through DTMF  

With this can access the door or control the devices by entering the 
password remotely using mobile 

 
 
 

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION WITH IR BASED PROJECTS: 
 

       
 

 

Project 
code 

Title of the project Description 

MIR01 Industrial  electrical  
appliances control 
using  IR 

To reduce the manpower for controlling the devices we are 
implementing this project. Here we will be controlling  devices by 
using a general TV REMOTE 

MIR02 Data Transfer 
between two 
Microcontrollers 
using IR 
Communication 

The project aims at designing a system which enables the data 
transfer between two microcontrollers in a wireless fashion. 
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MIR03 DC motor speed and 

direction control 
using IR 
  

A DC motor is controlled using wireless communication. In this 
project we can control the speed of the dc motor and its direction. 

MIR04 Stepper motor 
control using IR 
 

The direction of the stepper motor can be controlled using an IR 
remote. 

MIR05 Automatic Room 
light controller with 
visitor counter using 
IR  
 

This project displays the number of persons present in the room and 
controls the light according to the intensity of daylight. 

MIR06 Auditorium 
Controlling System 
 

The lights and fans in auditorium are controlled by IR remote. 

MIR07 Automatic 
Railway Gate 
Control System 
using IR 
 

The gates on either side of the railway track are opened and closed 
immediately without delay when the train arrives on the track 

MIR08 Advanced 
Embedded 
Automatic Car 
Parking System  

This system automatically allows the cars to be parked according to 
the space available in the cellar. 

MIR09 Time Measurement 
System for Athletics 

This system measures time for Athletics to reach the target point 
 
 

MIR10 Remote controlled 
digital clock or fares 
display using IR 

The time or fares can be changed and displayed using IR remote. 

MIR11 Shopping Malls 
Security and 
Power 
Management 
System using IR 

The design of security and the method of consuming the power in 
the shopping malls are carried out in this project. 

MIR12 Anti-Theft Alarm 
System 

In this project, an alarm system is designed and will be activated 
immediately whenever the sensors trigger to indicate that something 
is going wrong. 

MIR13 Intelligent Object 
Counting System 

The project is designed to count the number of objects in a certain 
area and display it. 
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PROJECTS BASED ON RF 

 
 

    
 
S. No                     Projects 

 
Description 
 

MRF01 Innovative Hidden 
things  locator using 
RF 

We this we can find some daily useful things that we may forget 
their keeping places like remote, keys,  purse, etc. 

MRF02 Wireless (RF) 
Industrial Automation 
system  
 

Industrial loads are controlled through RF 

MRF03 Vehicle access control 
and authentication 
system 

In this project only authorized vehicles are allowed. 

MRF04 Wireless electronic 
notice board 

We can send the information to be displayed on notice boards from 
office itself.  

MRF05 Advance security 
system using RF. 
 

This system provides security using RF. 

MRF06  New Generation 
Polling Method using 
RF. 
 

In this polling system is developed using RF. 

MRF07 Traffic Light Priority 
Control for Emergency 
Vehicles 
 

Whenever the emergency vehicles are in traffic jam then this 
system clear the traffic for that vehicle 

MRF08 Frequency Jammer For 
Remote Controlled 
Bomb Blasting System 
 

It avoids the bomb blasting  

MRF09 Accident Identification 
using RF  
 

This system gives the information to nearest control room 
whenever accident occurs 

MRF10 Automatic Station 
Indication System for 
Railways  

This system gives the name of forthcoming  station in trains 
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MRF11 Data transferring cum 

encoding system for 
army applications using 
RF module.\ 

In this data can be sent between two system with encoding, so that 
others cannot understand it 

MRF13 Automated Remote 
Data Logger. 
 

This system measures voltage temperature and sends to receiver. 

MRF14 Wireless based motor 
monitor &control 
system 
 

In this project we will control the motor ac or dc through RF  

MRF16 Intelligent train engines 
avoid accidents and 
controlling the railway 
gate 
 

This system monitors the driver to avoid accidents and also control 
the railway gate through RF. 

 
PROJECTS BASED ON SMART CARD 

 

                  
 

Project 
Code 

Title of the Project Description 

MSC01 Advanced Train 
Ticketing System 
using Smart Card 

 

The issue of the train tickets to the passengers is done using the 
smart card technology. The fare will be automatically calculated by 
the system and the passenger will be issued with a ticket with the 
journey and fare details in it. 

MSC02 Unmanned petrol bunk 
system. 
 

A card is given to the user which has some money. The amount is 
deducted when petrol is bought.  

MSC03 Vehicle Parking 
System Using Smart 
Card 
 

Vehicles are parked based on the smart card where the details of 
parking time is stored 

MSC04 Prepaid energy meter 
using smart card 

In this, the user has to recharge with some number of units. These 
units are available in smart card based recharge card. 
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MSC05 Smart card based 

attendance system 
The person is given id card which contains his particulars. Based on 
this card, his attendance is recorded and stored. 
 

MSC06 Hospital Management 
System using Smart 
Card 

The people who make visits to the hospitals are issued health cards. 
The card when inserted into the reader gives the entire details of the 
patient holding the card. The details include body temperature, pulse 
rate etc. 
 

MSC07 Prepaid Card For 
Internet Browsing 
System 

The people using the net cafes for browsing are issued with these 
cards. The system records the in-time and out time of the user into 
the net browsing center and deducts the amount from the card 
automatically according to the timings. If the balance is low or nil, 
the user has to recharge the card to have the access of the internet 
browsing. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

PROJECTS BASED ON ANDROID&BLUETOOTH 
 

    
 

Project 
code 

Title of the Project Description  

MAS01 Smart Remote for 
controlling electrical 
appliance through 
android mobile. 

With this we can control any electrical appliances with our android 
phone; no need of another remote .It is safe and secure. 
 

MAS02 Virtual nurse- 
controlling wheel chair 
through android 
mobile 

With this the patient can easily control his wheel chair through 
simple and smart touching of android mobile 
 

MAS03 Advanced android 
mobile controlling 
robot 

With this we can easily control robot direction  through simple and 
smart touching of android mobile 
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Bluetooth Based Projects 
 

MBL1 Remote controlled 
home automation 
using Bluetooth. 

With this we can control home appliances like lights, fan, motor, etc 
through Bluetooth. This is safe and secured. 

MBL2 Bluetooth based 
industrial data 
acquisition system 

This project measures different parameters in industry like voltage, 
current and temperature and transmit this data to PC continuously 
through Bluetooth. 
 

MAS04 Smart and cost 
effective wireless 
electronic notice board 
message updating 
system from android 
mobile   
 

In this we can easily update messages in LED scrolling boards 
through android mobile. Whatever the message we type and send that 
will be displayed on your electronic notice board. It is very useful 
project for college applications 
 

MAS06 Android mobile 
controlled voice guider 
for patients/old aged 
people/dumb people 

In this the services will be indicated through voice so that nurses or 
care takers can come to the patient to provide service to him. The 
patient has to touch respective button in android phone depends upon 
his requirements, and then respective voice will be played. In this the 
patient can also control some appliances like fan ,lights.etc  
 

MAS07 Smart Home/office 
automation through 
android mobile. 
 

With this we can control any electrical appliances in home or office 
or industry with our android phone, no need of another remote .It is 
safe and secure also 
 
 

MAS08 Advertisement boards 
or status boards 
message updating 
system from android 
mobile for offices and 
restaurants.  
 

This is very useful project for offices ,some shops and restaurants to 
display their offers and status messages like 
OPEN,CLOSED,LUNCH TIME,MEETING TIME, HOLIDAY, etc. 
The user can easily modify the messages from android mobile. 
 

MAS09 Smart regulator for 
controlling fan speed 
through Android 
mobile 

With this we can control speed of fan or AC from our android mobile 

MAS10 AC motor speed 
controller through 
Android mobile. 

With this we can control speed of AC motor  from our android 
mobile 
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MBL3 Industrial devices 

controlling system 
using Bluetooth 

With this we can control industry appliances like machines and 
motors through Bluetooth. This is safe and secured. 

MBL4 PC  based  robot 
control  through 
Bluetooth 

In this project we will control the robot direction using Bluetooth  
from PC 
 

 
 

PROJECTS BASED ON VOICE PLAYBACK 
 

 
 

 
 

Project 
code 

Title of the Project Description  

MVP01 Advanced voice based 
blind stick with voice 
announcement of 
obstacle distance 
range  

In this project we use blind stick for not only detecting obstacles but 
also to announce the distance of obstacles from user. With this 
project the user can easily come to know distance of obstacle from 
user in his path. It supports up to 8 ranges within 3 meters. 
 

MVP02 Real time voice based 
station name 
announcement system 
in trains or   busses to 
alert the passengers. 

This system gives the voice alert of coming station name to 
passengers. Whenever the train receives the information of coming 
station with the help of RF, then it compares that data with already 
stored data and plays respective voice. 
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PROJECTS BASED ON RFID 
 

  
 

 

Project 
Code 

Title Of the project Project description 

MRFID01 An RFID based In 
vehicle alert system 
for road oddities 

This system gives the information  about speed breaker, turnings, 
school zones, accident prone areas ,etc, in advance before we reach  

 
MVP03 

 
Virtual care taker-
voice guider for 
patients/old aged 
persons/dumb persons. 
 

If some person is not in a position to speak for basic and emergency 
needs like water, food, medicine, milk, etc, then this system helps 
them to tell their needs with voice alert. In this project the users can 
simply communicate with their care takers just by giving input to this 
system, then this system plays respective voice module in speaker so 
that the available person can come and help the users. The input to 
this system can be given from normal keys or touch screen or remote. 
 

MVP04 Industrial safety and 
security system with 
voice alerts  

This system will give voice alert to workers in industry for safety 
when something goes wrong like fire accident, gas leakage, over 
temperature, entering into no access zone, etc. 

MVP05 Bank token display 
system with token and 
counter number 
announcement feature. 

This system will display the counter number and token number to be 
served at that counter, the same information also will be announced 
thorough speaker. 
 

MVP07 Embedded Secured 
elevator system with 
voice confirmation of 
floor number and alert 
messages 

This system will not only provide  security and also provide some 
voice alerts like floor number, door opening and closing status, fire 
accident information, etc. 

MVP08 Home /office/industry 
electrical appliances 
controlling by phone 
call and confirmation 
through voice 
feedback. 

In this we will switch off and switch on any electrical appliances just 
by calling to this system and press some buttons using DTMF 
technology. This system also sends voice feedback of device status 
that is whether device is on or off. 
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MRFID02 RFID based 

Shopping trolley 

 

With this we can save billing time and instantaneously the rate of the 
product will be displayed so that we can do the shopping within our 
budget 

MRFID03 Examination room 
guide using RFID 
for the jumbling 
system based 
EXAMS 

This system will show you the block and room number that is allotted 
for you in exams 

MRFID04 Voter Credentials 
System using RFID 
Technique 
 

The user, whoever wishes to poll his vote, has to show his voter card 
at the time of polling. The system compares the card information 
with the already stored database and if matched, the system allows 
the user to poll his vote. The voter cards issued to the user will be 
written with a unique number. This number does not match with any 
other user.  
 
 

MRFID05 RFID based 
attendance system  
 

In this a RFID card is issued to the each person. With the help of this 
card, the respective person’s attendance is recorded and displayed 
whenever required. 
 

MRFID06 RFID based 
Highway Toll 
Collection 

 

The project aims at providing the ultimate solution for the people 
travelling on the highways to operate the toll gates. The system 
enables the drivers to travel on the highway roads while simplifying 
and collection of toll tax.  

MRFID07 RFID security 
access control 
system 

Authorized person will be given a card. The system check for this 
card. 
 

MRFID08 Library management 
system using RFID 

The responsibility of managing the books, the issue and return of the 
books to the students is carried out in a more efficient way using 
RFID technology. 
 

MRFID09 Bus location 
announcement 
system 

This system gives the information about whether the bus is arrived or 
departure. 
 

MRFID10 Prepaid Energy 
meter  

The user has to make an advance payment before using the 
electricity. He has to purchase the prepaid card and recharge the 
energy meter fixed in his/her house with the units in the card. He can 
utilize the electricity until the units are zero. If the available credit is 
exhausted, then the supply of electricity is automatically cut. 

MRFID11 RFID based Car 
Parking System  

It aims at effective parking of the cars, deducts the fare for the 
parking of the car from the card available with the user. 
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 PROJECTS BASED ON PC 
 

                
 

Project 
code 

Title of the Project Description 

MPC01 Power Management 
System in Hotels 
using PC  
 

The various appliances in the hotels are controlled by giving 
commands from the PC.   

MPC02 PC based Manual 
Guided Vehicle using 
RF wireless 
technology 
 

The movement of the vehicle is controlled by giving commands 
from the PC and these commands are transmitted through RF. The 
vehicle at the receiver section will be controlled by the commands 
received. 

MPC03 PC based Hi-tech 
Home Implementation 
 

We can control the home appliances just by sitting in front of PC. 

MPC04 Industrial 
Automation using 
PC 

The industrial appliances are controlled by the commands issued 
from the PC. The controlling unit receives these commands from the 
PC and controls the devices according to the commands. 

MPC05 Industrial Data 
Acquisition System 
using PC 

The various parameters like temperature, humidity, current, voltage 
are read from the sensors and displayed in the PC for future studies 

MPC06 Wireless Notice 
Board using PC 

The data to be sent to the notice board will be sent from the PC. This 
data will be displayed on the notice board using wireless RF 
technology. 
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INTERESTING PROJECTS USING   MICROCONTROLLER: 
 

 
 

Project 
code 

Title of the 
Project 

Description 

MMC01 Intelligent Train 
Engines To Avoid 
Accidents 

Designing a system that works as an accident avoidance system using 
microcontroller. 

MMC02 The Smart Medical 
Refrigerator 

By using this project, we can remind the patient to take the medicine 
at prescribed timings. 

MMC03 Embedded Green 
House Automation 
System 

The temperature and light intensity are controlled in green houses. 

MMC04 Substation 
Monitoring And 
Controlling 
System 

This project aims at continuously monitor the load conditions of the 
substation. If the load exceeds the rated capacity, the controlling unit 
automatically shuts down the substation. 
 

MMC05 Implementation Of 
Electronic Voting 
Machine Via Data 
Retrieval   System 

This project is designed to prevent rigging up to maximum extent. The 
controller section continuously for the input. Once the input is taken, 
it does not take the input again until it gets the access from the 
supervisor control. 

MMC06 Touch Me Not A 
Fun Game 

This project is mainly designed as Events to be conducted at 
Exhibitions, Fetes etc. This project includes different interfacings with 
the microcontroller. 

MMC07 AC motor speed 
control using 
TRIAC 

The speed of AC motor can be varied rapidly on and off by TRIAC. 
 

MMC08 Phase Sequence 
Indicator and 
Controlling 
System  

The controlling unit continuously whether 3-phase is coming from the 
line or not so as to run the motors which run only with 3-phase. If 3-
phase is not coming, the controlling unit automatically shuts down the 
system. 
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MMC09 Boiler Monitoring 
and Control 
System 

The temperature is measured and controlled for the industrial boilers. 
 
 

MMC10 Involuntary 
Industrial Power 
Scheduler using 
Embedded System 

The power management in the industries can be done effectively using 
this project. 

 
MMC11 Power Saver for 

Advertisement 
Hoardings using 
RTC 

 

This system switches on the lights only at preprogrammed timings 
using RTC thus saving the power up to the maximum extent. 

MMC12 Solar Tracker for 
acquiring 
maximum power 

The project aims at designing a system that would sense and follow 
the position of the sun and rotate the panel in the direction of the sun 
to obtain maximum power output. 

MMC13 Automatic Liquid 
Dispensing System 
used in 
Tea/Coffee, Soft 
drink  Vending 
Machines 

The controlling unit detects the choice of the soft drink pressed by the 
user and starts dispensing the liquid when the cup is placed on the tray 
of the vending machine. 

MMC14 Water 
Scheduling for 
Municipalities 

Water supply to different localities is done on time basis. The supply 
will be automatically cut once the time allotted to that particular 
locality lapses. 

MMC15 Electronic 
Security System 
for 
Homes/Industrie
s with auto 
dialer 

This system provides security to the homes or offices by interfacing 
sensors with the controlling units. If anything goes wrong, the system 
automatically dials up to the predefined number and also activates the 
alert system 

MMC16 Implementation of 
Digital Calendar 

This Project Digital Calendar using Microcontroller is an advanced 
digital calendar, which displays the Date, Day and Month over the 
LED display. 
 

MMC17 Energy Saver for 
Automatic Room 
Light Controller 
with Visitor 
Counter 

The system aims at saving the power by switching on/off the light 
depending upon the sensor output. It also counts the number of 
persons present in the hall and displays this value on the LCD. 

MMC18 Bank token display 
system 

This system issues the tokens and display the token numbers at 
counters for their service  
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MEMS BASED PROJECTS: 

 

                      
 

Project 
Code 

Title of the Project Description 

MM01 MEMS based hands 
gesture controlled 
robot 

This robot follows your hand movements. 

MM02 Hand movement  
recognition  System 
Based Mouse With 
MEMS Accelerometer 

You controlled your PC using your hand movements, like cursor 
scrolling and folder opening and closing 

MM03 Fall Detection & 
Activity Monitoring 
For Oldsters 

We can monitor  elders and patients and also we can detect and 
intimate  if they fall  

MM04 Device controlling 
system using MEMS 
sensor 

With this we can control the electrical appliances by hand or head 
movement .This will be helpful for physically disabled persons 

 
                   

 
 
 
 
 

WITHOUT CONTROLLER PROJECTS  
 
 

Project 
code 

Title of the Project Description 

MWC01 
 

RF based robot 
control 

We can control robot direction with RF without need of 
microcontroller 

MWC02 Intelligent  Fire 
Detector with 
automatic water 

Whenever fire is detected the sprinkler is on 
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sprinkler system  

MWC03 High Sensitive LDR 
based Automatic 
night lamp with 
morning alarm 

The light is controlled using LDR 

 
MWC04 Diamond security 

system in museums 
with loud 60dB siren 

If anybody tries to steal the diamond then the siren is activated 

MWC05 Intelligent Automatic 
Street Light Control 
System using  LDR 

The street lights are controlled depends upon sunlight 

MWC06 Over / Under Line 
Voltage Protection 
for Electrical 
Appliances 

The load is protected from abnormal voltages 

MWC07 IR based intelligent 
Automatic washbasin 
/ mirror lamp 
controller 

The wash basin lamp is operated only if someone uses it 

MWC08 Intelligent Automatic 
Plant Irrigation 
System with water 
pump control 

The water pump is controlled depend upon the soil condition. 

MWC09 H- Bridge 
implementation for 
DC motor direction 
control for robotic 
applications 

Implementing the h bridge driver using transistors 

MWC10 Alcohol detector It detects the alcohol and gives the alert 

MWC11 Smoke detector It detects the smoke in industries whenever fire accidents occurs and 
gives alert 

MWC12 Over temperature 
detector to control the 
process 

This system detects over temperature and control the process 
accordingly 

MWC13 PWM based Dc 
motor speed 
controller using 555 
timer 

We can change the speed of dc motor using 555 timer 

MWC14 Musical lights 
 

The lights are glow in attractive way according with music

MWC15 Voice guider for 
disable persons for 
emergency and basic 
needs 

Whenever disable or old persons  want anything or whenever they 
feel emergency then he can select one switch to play relevant voice 
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GSM AND GPS BASED PROJECTS: 
 
 

                    
 

 

Project 
code 

Title of the Project Description 

MGG01 Automatic Streetlight 
On/Off with SMS 
Controlling and              
Failure Detection with 
Indication 

Controlling of streetlights through SMS is carried out in this 
project. If any light is not glowing due to some failure, the system 
indicates this failure and sends an SMS to the user mobile 
 
 

MGG03 Agriculture field 
motor control system 
using GSM  

Motors in the field are controlled with the help of predefined SMS.  

MGG04 Accident 
Identification 
System using GSM 
And GPS 

The project designs a system that tracks the vehicle continuously 
and if the vehicle is met with an accident, the system immediately 
identifies this and sends an SMS to the family members or to the 
doctor. 

MGG05 SMS Based 
Electrical 
Appliances 
Apparatus Control 
in homes or  offices 

The status of electrical appliances can be monitored continuously 
and can be altered by sending predefined SMS to the controlling 
unit. 

MGG06 Embedded 
Automatic Robotic 
Car through SMS  

The robotic car can be controlled and can be made to move in a 
particular direction by sending predefined SMS to the unit 
controlling the direction of the car. 

MGG07 Electricity billing 
 Using GSM. 

Billing the electricity units consumed and sending the bills using 
GSM. 

MGG08 Intelligent System 
for Hazardous Gas, 
Human Detection 

The system uses sensors for gas detection, human entry and to 
monitor the temperature. Whenever these sensors trigger from their 
normal behavior, the system immediately sends an SMS to the user 
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and Temperature 
Monitor Control 
using GSM 
 
 

mobile. 

MGG09 Cell Phone based 
Street Light 
Controlling System 
 

The on and off controls of the street lights can be done using GSM 
technology. 

MGG10 Temperature 
Measurement over 
GSM Mobile 
 

Temperature sensor is used to measure the temperature in a 
particular room and this measured value is sent through GSM to the 
user mobile 
 
 

MGG11 Password protected 
GSM based Device 
control. 
 

Controlling the devices from remote places only by authorized 
persons 

MGG12 GSM controlled 
Door Latch opener 
with Security 
Dialup with 
changeable 
Telephone number 

Security is provided in the restricted areas using GSM technology. 
The door of the restricted areas can be opened only by sending 
predefined SMS to the controlling unit. 

MGG13 Development of a 
GSM based Vehicle 
Security System 

The project is designed to provide security to the vehicle using 
GSM 

MGG14 GSM based Vehicle 
gaseous fuel 
leakage detection 
with Automatic 
safety warning and 
alerting system 

The project aims in designing a system that would detect if there is 
any fuel leakage from the vehicle and if so, activates the alert 
system and also sends as SMS to the user mobile to warn the 
person to take immediate measures. 
 
 
 
 

MGG15 Home Automation 
and Security 
System using GSM 

Providing security and controlling the devices in the home using 
GSM is carried in this project. 
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FINGERPRINT BASED PROJECTS: 
 

                      

                       

Project 
code 

Title of the Project Description 

MFP01 Fingerprint based 
Access Control system 
 

Security is provided in restricted areas using fingerprint technology. 
The persons are asked to give their fingerprint and the system 
compares this fingerprint with the already stored information in the 
system and only allows into if it is an authorized one. 

MFP02 Fingerprint 
Recognition enabled 
Passport Management 
System 

This system asks for the checking of the fingerprint of the user along 
with the passport at the time of checking in the airports.  

MFP03 Fingerprint  based 
bank locker system  
 

Authorized persons are allowed to access their bank account by 
producing their fingerprint at the counters every time. 
 
 

MFP04 Fingerprint based 
Attendance Record 
System  

By this project, the attendance of the persons either in the academic 
institutions or in the offices is maintained.  

MFP05 Finger print based 
elevator(lift) operating 
system 

Only authorized persons are allowed to access the lift controls. 

MFP06 Fingerprint based 
Electronic Voting 
Machine 

This system can completely eliminate rigging and false votes. 

MFP07 Fingerprint based 
Authentication and 
Controlling System of 
Devices 

The devices are controlled only when the authentication is proved and 
the system accepts the fingerprint of the user. 
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                                   ZIGBEE TECHNOLOGY: 
 

 
 

Project 
Code 

Title of the Project Description 

MZB01 Zigbee based 
wireless Electronic 
Notice Board with 
Multi Point Receiver 

We can send the data to electronic notice boards from system through 
Zigbee wireless communication. From single system we can operate 
multi notice boards 

MZB02 Zigbee Device 
Access control 
system with Reliable 
data transmission 
Industrial Process 
control and 
Automation system 
through zigbee n/w 

Controlling the devices using Zigbee technology 
Controlling many devices and providing automation from remote 
places 

MZB03 Zigbee Wireless 
Vehicle 
Identification and 
Authentication 
System 

Identifying the vehicle and allowing the vehicle into the secured 
premises only when the system received the signal from the central 
processing unit. 

MZB04 Wireless Data 
Encryption and 
Decryption Using 
Zigbee

 

 

Which is used in security applications for transferring data between 
two systems with secured  
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